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Some general remarks on the publication of
of congresses and symposia
Lecture Notes aim to report new developments - quickly, informally
and at a high level. The following describes criteria and procedures
which apply to proceedings volumes. The editors of a volume are
strongly advised to inform contributors about these points at an
early stage.
§l. One (or more) expert participant(s) of the meeting should act as
the responsible editor(s) of the proceedings. They select the
papers which are suitable (cf. §§ 2, 3) for inclusion in the
proceedings, and have them individually refereed (as for a journal). It should not be assumed that the published proceedings
must reflect conference events faithfully and in their entirety.
Contributions to the meeting which are not included in the proceedings can be listed by title. The series editors will normally not interfere with the editing of a particular proceedings
volume - except in fairly obvious cases, or on technical matters, such as described in §§ 2, 3. The names of the responsible editors appear on the title page of the volume.
§2. The proceedings should be reasonably homogeneous (concerned with
- a limited area). For instance, the proceedings of a congress on
"Analysis" or "Mathematics in Wonderland" would normally not be
sufficiently homogeneous.
One or two longer survey articles on recent developments in the
field are often very useful additions to such proceedings - even
if they do not correspond to actual lectures at the congress. An
extensive introduction on the subject of the congress would be
desirable.
§3. The contributions should b8 of a high mathematical standard and
of current interest. Research articles should present new material and not duplicate other papers already published or due to
be published. They should contain sufficient information and motivation and they should present proofs, or at least outlines of
such, in sufficient detail to enable an expert to complete them.
Thus resumes and mere announcements of papers appearing elsewhere cannot be included, although more detailed versions of a
contribution may well be published in other places later.
Surveys,
if included, should cover a sufficiently broad topic,
and should in general not simply review the author's own recent
research. In the case of surveys, exceptionally, proofs of results may not be necessary.
"Mathematical Reviews" and "Zentralblatt fur Mathematik" require
that papers in proceedings volumes carry an explicit statement
that they are in final form and that no similar paper has been
or is being submitted elsewhere, if these papers are to be considered for a review. Normally, papers that satisfy the criteria
of the Lecture Notes in Mathematics series also satisfy this
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requirement, but we would strongly recommend that the contributing authors be asked to give this guarantee explicitly at the
beginning or end of their paper. There will occasionally be
cases where this does not apply but where, for special reasons,
the paper is still acceptable for LNM.
§4. Proceedings should appear soon after the meeeting. The publisher
should, therefore, receive the complete manuscript within nine
months of the date of the meeting at the latest.
§5. Plans or proposals for proceedings volumes should be sent to one
of the editors of the series or to SpringerVerlag Heidelberg.
They should give sufficient information on the conference or
symposium, and on the proposed proceedings. In particular, they
should contain a list of the expected contributions with their
prospective length. Abstracts or early versions (drafts) of some
of the contributions are very helpful.
§6. Lecture Notes are printed by photooffset from cameraready
typed copy provided by the editors. For this purpose SpringerVerlag provides editors with technical instructions for the preparation of manuscripts and these should be distributed to all
contributing authors.
SpringerVerlag can also,
on request,
supply stationery on which the prescribed typing area is outlined. Some homogeneity in the presentation of the contributions
is desirable.
Careful preparation of manuscripts will help keep production
time short and ensure a satisfactory appearance of the finished
book. The actual production of a Lecture Notes volume normally
takes 6 8 weeks.
Manuscripts should be at least 100 pages long. The final version
should include a table of contents and as far as applicable a
subject index.
§7. Editors receive a total of 50 free copies of their volume for
distribution to the contributing authors, but no royalties. (Unfortunately, no reprints of individual contributions can be
supplied.) They are entitled to purchase further copies of their
book for their personal use at a discount of 33.3 %, other
Springer mathematics books at a discount of 20 % directly from
SpringerVerlag. Contributing authors may purchase the volume in
which their article appears at a discount of 33.3 %.
Commitment to publish is made by letter of intent rather than by
signing a formal contract. SpringerVerlag secures the copyright
for each volume.

LEcruRE NOTES
ESSENTIALS FOR THE PREPARATION
OF CAMERA-READY MANUSCRIPTS

The preparation of manuscripts which are to be reproduced by photooffset requires special care. Manuscripts which are submitted in
technically unsuitable form will be returned to the author for retyping.
There is normally no possibility of carrying out further corrections
after a manuscript is given to production. Hence it is crucial that the
following instructions be adhered to closely. If in 90ubt, please send
us 1 - 2 sample pages for examination.
On request, Springer-Verlag will supply special paper with
the typing area outlined.

Typing area.

The CORRECT TYPING AREA is 18 x 26 1/2 cm (7,5 x 11 inches).
Make sure the TYPING AREA IS COMPLETELY FILLED. Set
margins so that
they precisely match the outline and type right from the top to the
bottom line. (Note that the page-number will lie outside this area) .
Lines of text should not end more than three spaces inside or outside
the right margin (see example on page 4) .
Type on one side of the paper only.
Use an electric typewriter if at all possible. CLEAN THE TYPE before use and always use a BLACK ribbon (a carbon ribbon is best) .

Type.

Choose a type size large enough to stand reduction to 75%.
Processors. Authors using word-processing or
facilities should follow these instructions with obvious
Please note with respect to your printout that
i) the characters should be sharp and sufficiently black;
ii) if the size of your characters is significantly larger or smaller
than normal typescript characters, you should adapt the length and
breadth of the text area proportionally keeping the proportions 1:0.68.
iii) it is not necessary to use Springer's special typing paper. Any
white paper of reasonable quality is acceptable.
IF IN DOUBT, PLEASE SEND US 1-2 SAMPLE PAGE;S FOR EXAMINATION. \-)e will
be glad to give advice.

Word

5 pac i n 9 and H e a din 9 s (Monographs). Us e ONE-AND-A-HALF 1 ine spac ing
the text. Please leave sufficient space for the title to stand out
ly and do NOT use a new page for the beginning of subdivisions of
ters. Leave THREE LINES blank above and TWO below headings of such
divisions.

in
clearchapsub-

5 pac i n 9 and He ad i n g s (Proceedings). Use ONE-AND-A-HALF line spacing in
the text. Start each paper on a NEW PAGE and leave sufficient space for
the title to stand out clearly. However, do NOT use a new page for the
beginning of subdivisions of a paper. Leave THREE LINES blank above and
TWO below headings of such subdivisions. Make sure headings of equal
importance are in the' same form.
The first page of each contribution should be prepared in the same way.
Therefore, we recommend that the editor prepares a sample page and
passes it on to the authors together with these ESSENTIALS. Please take
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the following as an example.
MATHEMATICAL STRUCTURE IN QUANTUM FIELD THEORY
John E. Robert
Fachbereich Physik, Universitat Osnabruck
Postfach 44 69, 0-4500 Osnabruck

Please leave THREE LINES blank below heading and address of the author.
THEN START THE ACTUAL TEXT OF YOUR CONTRIBUTION.
Footnotes, These should be avoided. If they cannot be avoided, place
them at the foot of the'page, separated from the text, by a line 4 em
and type them in SINGLE LINE SPACING to finish exactly on the
outline.
Symbols, Anything which cannot be typed may be entered by hand in BLACK
AND ONLY BLACK ink. (Aline-tipped rapidograph is suitable for this purpose; a good black
will do, but a pencil will not): Do not
draw straight lines by hand without a ruler (not even in fractions) .
and Computer Programs. Equations and computer programs should
begin four spaces inside the left margin. Should the equations be numbered, then each number should be in brackets at the right-hand edge of
the typing area.

Equations

Pagination. Number pagRs in the upper right-hand corner in LIGHT BLUE
page numbers will be inserted by the
OR GREEN PENCIL ONLY, The
printer.

,There should normally be NO BL.''.NK PAGE" in the manus::ript (between
chapters or between contributions) unless the book is divided into
Part A, Part B for example, which shculd then begin on a right-hand
page.
It is much safer to number pages AFTER the text has been typed and
corrected. Page 1 (Arabic) should be THE FIRST PAGE OF THE ACTUAL TEXT.
The Roman pagination (table of contents, preface, abstract, acknowledgements, brief introductions, etc.) will be done by Springer-Verlag.
Co r r e c t ion s.
When corrections have to be made, cut the new text to fit
and PASTE it over the old. White correction fluid may also be used.

Never make corrections or insertions in the text by hand.
If the typescript has to be marked for any reason, e.g. for TEMPORARY
page numbers or to mark corrections for the typist, this can be done
VERY FAINTLY with BLUE or GREEN PENCIL but NO OTHER COLOR: these colors
do not appear after reproduction.
Table

of

copying

It is advisable to type the table of contents later,
titles from the text and inserting page numbers.

Contents.

Literature References,
These should be placed at the end of each paper
or chapter, or at the end of the work, as desired. Type them with single
line spacing and start each reference on a new line.
Please ensure that all references are COMPLETE and PRECISE.

